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Tragedy claims life of assistant coach
By Melanie Howard

This issue is dedicated to the
memory of Undsay Floyd.
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UA H experienced a tragedy when the ladies basketball coach Andy Blackston
and assistant Lindsay Floyd
were involved in an accident
while traveling to Memphis,
TN on a recruiting visit on
September 18.
Lindsay Floyd was killed
instantly. "The team and
coaches attended her memorial services the following Friday," according to Frank
Nagy, Director of the Counseling Center.
"You can tell a lot about a
person when so many come
to offer their respects and
sympathy for the family at
the funeral," said Mark Price,
coach for the men's basketball team.
Andy Blackston is currently at home and is improving, according to Antoine
Bell, ofUAH Sports Infonnation.

Black ton "has not been
able to see or speak with the
girls yet," said Jessie Inman,
a senior player on the ladies
team. Inman said that he is
not emotionally ready. However "we hope to see him
so metime this week," she
added.
"Myself and two other
counselors met with the team,
and provided interventi ve
post-trauma stress services
and counseling in a group
format," aid Nagy.
"We couldn't do it without each other," said Lindsey
Schlos er a sophomore on
the team. "We're doing exceptionally well under the circumstances. We've really
pulled together," she said.
"This has not set in yet
for the team and for me," said
women's soccer coach, Lincoln Ziyenge.
"All of the student-athletes here at UAH have relied on God to get them
through this," said Price.
"Lmdsay was a beautiful
per;on who loved what she

Lindsay Floyd, UAH's assistant coach for the women·s basketball
team was Instantly killed on September 18 In a tragic car accident.

was doing," said Price, who
was also engaged to marry
her. It was "probably more
difficult for me to handle it
because I was so close with
Lindsay," he said.

" I feel extremely bad for
Lindsay's family, friends,
coach Price, and the UAI I
Athletic family," said Carlos
Peterson, head coach for the
FLOYDpage2

Two members expelled from th~ SGA
By Mike Anderson
SGA Correspondent
andersms@emaiLuah.edu
The SGA House of Representatives, in a move to cull
the dead weight from their
body, expelled two of its own
via Bills of Removal.
Repre entatives athan
Carlisle (Ad. Sci.) and Talitha
Holmes (Lib. Arts) were removed from their seat Monday night as the SGA continues to battle quorum issues.
Monday's meeting was the
first in everal weeks to have
quorum, and thus the bills
moved through.
"It\ never a plea. ant task
to expel your own." aid Rep.

Kevin Bardon (Nur.). 'There
were numerous attempts to
contact these members, and
ey never responded. It was
a · gn that they had no interest."
As the votes are counted
for the SGA Senate elections
this week, SGA President
Leonard Frederick is working
hard to replace these members with ambitious, hard
working individual·. " I
should ha,e several recommendatiom, (for the House)
at the next meeting," stated
Frederick. "Even ome Senate candidates may be interested in taking positions."
An amendment to the
GA Con-;titution requiring

Newly Inducted Rep. Amy Walker (Lib. Arts) will fill a gap left by
Talitha Holmes (Lib. Arts) and Nathan Carlisle (Ad. Sci.). Holmes
and Carlisle were expelled from the SGA House of Representatives
Monday night.

the President to fi II these
seats within two weeks of
their vacancy was on the ballot for Fall elections, but the

results were unavailable as of
pres" time.
Also, the SGA Assembly
SGApage9

Local company looking for recruits
By Ronak Patel
Sports Editor
ro_93@lwtmail.com
Applied Date Trends,
(ADT), a company based in
Huntsville, will be at the JOb
fair on October 9 at 9 a.m.-2
p.m. at UAH in the University Center.
" We're looking for qualified students from UAH,"
said Derrick Copeland, CEO
of ADT. " Our company is
rich in UAH tradition and we
are looking forward to talk-

ing with interested students."
The company, which
Copeland founded in June of
1994, has 40 percent of their
workforce from UAH.
Copeland himself is a
graduate of UAH. He i currently taking business
course here.
" I graduated from UAH in
1987 and worked as a Co-op
student here," said Copeland.
"Our company, ADT, is interested in hiring UAH engineer
students and other sciencebased majors (such as Physics, Mathematics)."

Inc Maga:-.ine has named
ADT the IO I" fastest growing company in the United
State~.
'That accomplishment is
omething we're proud of
here at ADT," said James
Mccarley, Human Resources Coordinator at ADT.
ADT is a privately run
company that provides engineer and oftware solutions
for transformation of the U.S.

Military.
"Our company provides
for the Military and our area
of focus concentrates in Air

and Mi. sile Defeo e Operation • Information management, and Radio Communications," said Copeland.
ADT's main focus ic; to
concentrate on dipping into
the UAH market for new employees.
"One of our main (goals)
is to explore the UAH campus for interested engineering
students,"
said
McCorley. 'There are a lot of
bright and talented students
atUAH."
One of ADT's goals is to
JOBS,page3
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By Patrick
Bobo
Greek Columnist
snakemb134@
hotmail.com

Delta Zeta celebrates one hundred years of Delta Zeta
and twenty-five years of Delta Zeta at UAH's Lambda
Kappa Chapter at their Founders' Day celebration on
October 5 in the Tom Bevill Center. There will be a several
cholarships and awards given at the event. Recently,
Delta Zetas have been collecting school supplies to donate to a local elementary school as a philanthropy.
Kappa Delta had their Slip-N-Slide Mixer on Saturday
with Sigma Nu Fraternity. Afterthe success of last year's
"Teacher of the Week" and "Teacher Appreciation Dinner," Kappa Delta is going to make this a tradition. Each
week they will recognize outstanding faculty members
nominated by our members for their hard work and dedication to the students of UAH. Meredith Hall said that
'This week we would like to recognize Dr. Brent Wren of
the Marketing Department for his enthusiasm in the classroom!"
Alpha Tau Omega will be hosting its fourth annual
golf tournament on the September 28 at Municipal Golf
Course. Anyone interested should contact Michael Kinzer
at ?94-8080. They will also be working at Big Spring Jam
this weekend. The ATO pledges have begun working on
the third annual ATO car show. Check back for more information on the event.
Rajun Cajun, on September 21, was a great success.
~omplete with food, DJ, and a band, everyone had a good
time from all accounts. Pike would like to thank everyone
for coming out. Pi Kappa Alpha will be helping out the
Kappa Deltas with the VIP hospitality room at the Big
Spring Jam
Sigma 'u and Delta Zeta Sorority have been preparing for one of their large-.t fundmiscrs of the year during
Big Spring Jam. This weekend will be the second year
that the two organi,ation-. ha\e teamed up to make the
"Kids Komer" a success. Then on October 4 - 6. Sigma
u has another fundraiser planned at Talladega
SuperSpeedway. Thi., is the second time Sigma u will
work at the NASCAR race. The Sigma Nu pledges have
also begun planning their annual Bachelor Auction. Details will be provided about the event as they are available.
SqueaJ Night was a great time. Seeing all the new members interacting with each other was great. Across campus, the ladies were serenaded with songs, food, flowers,
and gifts from each of the fraternities. There was a great
deal of blushing and embarrassment, but I think everyone involved had a great time.
Also, do not forget that Order of Omega applications
are at the UC or in Cathi Curtis's office. These should be
turned in to Cathi no later than 5 p.m. on Wednesday
October 2. This applies to juniors and seniors.

ASME gears up for another Year
By Chris Brown
News Writer
brownc/@email.uah.edu

The UAH student section
of the American Society of
Mechanical Engineers is preparing for another great year.
Dr. Gerald Karr, ASME
faculty advisor, and some
student members have returned from the Atlanta leadership conference armed with
new ideas and better ways of
executing old ideas.
The first student section
FLOYD from page 1
men's soccerteam.
"She was a phenomenal
person." aid Schlosser, who

meeting on September 24 is
sure to be a succes , a students will be recruiting new
members ru, well as planning
the events for the year to
come, including the mainstay
of ASME activity, the US
FIRST robotics competition.
ASME student section
member<; have been heavily
involved with the FIRST
competition for the last three
years, providing mentors and
other support to Lee High
School as well as other area
schools.
The competition i a na-

tionwide high school robot
competition that invo lves
students, teachers, and community mentors in development of the robot from start
to finish. ASME support ha,
always been a major factor in
the ucce. s of local schools
in this competition.
In addition to FIRST, the
ASME section will be putting
on other events including a
variety of industry speaker:-,,
minor design competitions,
and co- ponsored evenh
with the Profe sional ASME
ection in Hunt. ville.

The student section
hopes to send delegaiesalto
the A_SME lntcmationa) ~
cha111~al Engineering Con.
gre..,-. m New Orleans and
de-,ign
and paper comj)eti.
ID
.
.
t1011.., m the coming Year.
The ASME::: student
.
.is always looking far
tmn
more students to become.,
\ohcd'. no matterwhattbcir
maJor 1s. To find out ~
about how to get invo)v~
Karr 11
co ntact Dr
karr(~ mae.uah.edu, orClln'tll
Pre, 1dent Chris Gould•
a, mcuah@aol.com.

had known Lindsay Floyd
for two years. "She wanted
everyone to do the be t of

their ability. like she played,"
she said. Her first and foremost contnbution to the team,

according to Schlosser, WII
to help everyone have ahelter relationship with God.
"She was always filled will
his spirit She also had aloll
for the game and, I guess,-.
would call it, basketball
smarts," she added.
"She was more than a.
coach. She was a friend ,
everyone," aid SchlOlfC.
Lindsay will be rememben?
by her ·mile and laugh. according to Schlosser.
"She did paperwort.
he )ped with recruiti11,
helped individual , andbm
and understood the plaJI.
She did whatever she cOlld
to help Coach Blackston. rm
,ure she did more than ~
knew she did," said lnma;.
who had known her for°"'
tour years and had roomd
w 1th her la,t year.
Inman said that ,he hit
pl,,~ c<l Lind,ay f-loyd in~
sd111ol as an opponent Shes.11d they actually met thei(
first H!ar injumorcollegeaad
b t·l:,IITIC , er) good fnends
and th,1t Lind ay Floyd waa.
the rc,1son ,he ,tnyed iojun1or college \\ hen it got tough:
"She treated me hke.,
) oungcr ,istcr, und tookeff
o l me," ,aid Inman.
'"We'll be coping with iiall year round. It won't,,:
away," said Inman. "Every
one is making sure that"'
keep going. That's what
,he· d want. She had put all
she had into a suc c j
season," she added.
Both Sch1o ser and
said that the team bas de"'
cided to dedicate this sealGI
to Lind ay Floyd. "We''ft
vowed to try to outplay blf.
if it's possible," said ((UIIIIL
"We won't be the same, I
hope a lot of people bavtcomc to know Christ mrouafl
her," -.aid SchJo-.scr. ·-we•
Ii, c on m her spirit thr'OUP:
the ,eason." she added·
"She will be an I l l ~
for t.,AH Athletics." said
71ycngc
She made a d1fferei:
and she will alwar be
membl:rcd," ,aid Pn~-e.

Acrosst e

Campus

After spending a month
In the Bevlll Center,
was NCRH worth the wait?

Jason
Purdy

Daniel
Allen

Biochemistry
Sophomore

Philosophy
Freshman

"I really enjoy it now. I think once
they g~ it finished it will be really
~~rth it, but overall it's a positive
hvmg experience."

Russell
Meyerrieks
Computer Engineering
Sophomore
" Yes, if just for the social rife

alone."

"Yes, with the c.aveat the proper
methods to compensate
{residents) weren't taken.,.

Jennifer
WIiborn
Computer Science
Sophomore
"Absolutely."
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Cunures unite in new club
By Juli Kitchens

of different culture need to
communicate
and develop
News Writer
under tanding and re. pect
kiJcJ,ej@uah.email.edu
for each other," said Dr.
Madeleine Youmans, a facIf you want to broaden u 1ty sponso r. "It is only
your horizons or simply make through individual contacts
a new friend, the international that we can break down mi Cultural Organization (ICO) conceptions and barriers bewelcomes you. The ICO is a tween cultures, and we hope
multicultural club on campus these individual friend hips
open to anyone who wishes that develop will help people
to learn more about other cul- get along on a more global
level."
tures and meet new people.
Composed of a group o f
"Our organization allows
students, both American and different nationalities and
Non-American, to meet identities, the ICO hopes to
people from all over the world expand its membership this
and s hare cultural differ- year. Diana Fikar, ICO Secreences," said ICO Vice Presi- tary, joined because sh e
dent Pao la Castellani. " We "thought it would be an inpromote friendly relation- teresting experience and a
s hips and understanding way to meet different
among people of different people." She, along with
backgrounds (to help pre- other current ICO members
vent) prejudice, racism, and hope to bring that experience
to as many students as poscultural ig norance."
ible with events planned
This goal is partic ularly
poignant given the events of throughout the FaJJ semester.
September 11 , 200 I. "People These events will "provide a

context for all student to
come together," said Fikar.
The ICO \ first event, a
mixer on September 4, proved
to be a success when several
students from around the
globe attended. Ying Pi, a
Graduate student from China.
aid, " I just transferred here
and this (meeting) is a good
chance for me to practice English." Her husband and fellow student, Harry Feng,
added, 'This is a good place
to make friends and get a better understanding of American culture."
The next event will be the
food fair on October 24, at the
Union Grove Gallery. This
event will aJlow students to
experience and share foods
from all over the world. "Everyone is welcome to join us,"
said Castellani.
For more information on
the ICO or its events, contact
Paola
Castellani
at
fianopla@cs.com.
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JOBSfrompage1 - bring more awareness of what
tlieir company i all about.
"One of our missions is to
get our name out there and for
people 10 see what our com-·
pany stands for and our goals."
stated McCorley.
McCorley stressed the importance for UAH students to
attend the job fair. and also to
send the resumes to the "resume
drop" at Career Services at

UAH.
" I urge students to take advantages of the opportunities
here at the HunLw ille job market and to take a look into private companies like us." said
McCorley.
Other aspects of the type of
tudents ADT is looking at are
those who are willing to attend
graduate school.
"We want our workers to

'Lmi.n:J

become well-rounded, so we
urge them to attend graduate
school:· said Copeland.
ADT ""ill at UA H for the
job fair on October 9 in the University Center. The job fair takes
place at 9 a.m.- 2 p.m.
McCorley also said to submit an electronic resume al
hr@adt-it.com if ~tudents are
intcre~ted in going straight to
ADT.

u oci.ilion

ror \,o1mpu1 cnlcrt.ii nmenl

we Jo 1l on •cJnc
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What are your plans after graduation?
What's next on your agenda?
What lies ahead in your future?

EXPLORE YOUR OPTIONS
EIGHTH ANNUAL

Graduate & Professional
Schoo/Day
October 7, 2002 ·
9:00 AM - 11 :30 AM
UAH University Center Exhibit Hall

YOU ARE INVITED
Graduate and professional school representatives from across the country will be on hand to provide valuable
information and answer your questions.
Talk directly with admissions professionals from a variety of prominent graduate and professional school programs.
This is an excellant Information-gathering opportunity for serious-minded students interested In researching
their graduate and professional school options.
To see the list of participating Graduate and Professional Schools go to: www.alabamaconnection.org/PARTICIPANTS.htm
Questions? Call the UAH Office of Career Services at 824-6612

....... .... .
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A BRIEF UPDATE ON UAH ATHLETIC

Team overcomes a tough weekend

Men's Soccer
September 20 St. Leo L 4-0
September 22 Florida Southern L 4-0
Upcoming games:
September 27 West Florida (Home) 4 p.m.
September 29 Montevallo (Home) 1:30 p.m.

"But I'm not disappointed
with the loss becau e we
Sports Editor
played a team in division
With the memories or late one."
UAH3, Cumberland 1 F
women ·s ba.-.~etball a.-.sistant
(Sept.20)
coach, Lindsay Floyd still on
Cory Vildcrs, UA H's sutheir minds, the women's soccer team came through for the perstar player, finally picked
weekend with a plit of their her first goal of the season in
the first half of UAH's first
games.
"I have no words to de- road victory of the season.
" It was great to sec Cory
scribe how hard this has been
personally for me," said head get into scoring form," said
coach Lincoln Ziyenge. --1 Ziyenge. "When she 's on her
had a personal relationship game, it picks up the play of
with Lindsay and playing this entire team."
The
junio r
from
weekend was extre mely
Washington's first goal of
tough."
Perseverance paid off for the season came early in the
the Lady Chargers with a road first half.
win over Cumberland Univer"That goal was instrusity 3- 1 on September 20 in mental," said Ziyenge.
Vilders would tack onto a
Tennessee.
"We're pleased with the second goal of the season in
win because it came on the the first half to put the Chargroad," said Ziyenge.
ers up 2-0 at halftime.
On Sunday, September 22,
After the home-standing
the UAH Chargers dropped squad scored a goal to cut
a tough contest to Alabama UAH' margin to 2- 1. fre<ihA&M at home.
man Cindy Riehl etched her
..The game was tough for name into the UAH book with
us to drop," said Ziycnge. her first goal of the sca,on.

By Ronak Patel

Women's Soccer
September 20 Cumberland College W 3-1
September 22 Alabama A&M L 2-0
Upcoming games:
September 27 West Florida (Home) 1:30 p.m.
September 29 Montevallo (Home) 4 p.m.

Cross Country
Upcoming event:
September 28 Great American Cross Country
Festival (Charlotte, NC)

Volleyball
September 21 Central Miss. St. L 3-0
September 21 Henderson St. L 3-0
September 22 Lincoln Memorial W 3-2
Upcoming games:
September 27 Valdosta St. (Valdosta, GA) 5 p.m.
September 28 West Florida (Pensacola, FL) 5
p.m.
October 1 West. Alabama (Home) 7 p.m.

lntramurals
4-on-4 SandpitResults
Game 1: Pikes defeated ATO's
Game 2: Huntsvillians defeated Sigma Nu
Game 3: The Destroyers defeated Alpha & Omega
Court Volleyball Results
Game 1: Sigma Nu defeated ATO's
Game 2: Pikes defeated The Destroyers
Flag Football Results
Division/
Game 1: Sigma Nu defeated Delta Chi (forfeit)
Game 2: ATO's defeated The Premieres 32-0 F
Game 3: Pikes defeated Maintenance Mashers 12-6
F
Game 4: Sexual Chocolate defeated Old Guys 8-6 F
Division II
Game 1: 2nd String defeated K-9 8-0 F
Game 2: Soft Monkey Ape Patrol defeated Alpha &
Omega 30-0 F
Game 3: The Machine defeated Individuals 20-0 F

!
Junior Julie Guy is seen here attempting a comer kick for the UAH
Lady Chargers soccer squad. UAH will open their conference slate
this weekend at home.

The goal would be the
clincher for the Chargers.
They held on from there to
claim a 3- 1 victory.
''It was relieving to get
our first road win of the season," said Ziycnge. "It wa.,
extremely important to get

By Donnie Casebolt
Sports Writer

In a tough weekend for the
\Olleyball team to play, they
came through with tremendous effort and re.,olve in
their game-; that would make
the UAH Charger Athletic
family proud.
The Lady Charger, olleyball team dropped to a 5-8

I

r--------------------------~
SURIN oFTHAILAND
I

975 Airport Road Huntsville, AL 35802
256.213.9866

Authentic Thai Restaurant
Sushi Bar and Patio
Full bar with martini and wine list

Henderson State thi-, past
Saturday by playing six
games with not one victory.
Playing '-"ith heavy heans
for the weekend, the Chargers volleyball squad came
through on Sunday by defeating Lincoln Memorial 32 and remaining undefeated
inGSCplay.
Central Mi~uri 3, UA H 0
(Sept. 21, Match
Number I)
By falling 3-0 in their fir.I
match of play on Saturday.
Central Mi-..,ouri \\as just
too much to handle for the
Lady Chargers. l .ming the
lir,,t game JO 2-'). and the second game 10 20. the Lad)
Charger,, began to lo-.e con
lidence and lost the third
gamc.30•14.
UAH errors were dcfin11ely the rea,on for defeat

in this match. lJAI I had 28
errors and only knocked
down 34 kills for the match.
CMS had onl} 13 error,
and a mere SO kills during the
duration of play. UAH did not
stand much of a stati,tical
chance playing GSC No. I 4
ranked CMS, but hung in
there with some clo.,e yet
devastating losses.
Henderson State 3, AH 0
(Sept.21,Match 'umber2)
After being defeated 3-0
by C'entrJI fo,<,<>uri. the Lady
Chargers had another tough
match to face on Saturday.
Hender.-.on state defeated
VAi I in three quick games
and thu, knocked the Lad)
C h.irger, down to a 4-X
record.
lJAH attemph \\ere there.
but were mo,tly ans\\ered by
a HendeNm state dig. At-

Reverend Roy Hulling

Free Entree
Buy one and get one free
for ALL UAH Staff and students

Chaplain Services, Dating and Marriage
Coun eling Pregnancy Crisis Counseling,
and Depre sion Counseling

with valid I.D.
Expires October 9, 2002

■

that first win on the road before Conference season begin.,."
Alabama A&M 2, UAH OF
(Sept. 22)
While the Ladies ,!13pp(d
SOCCER . . . 9

Lady Charger volleyball team moves
down to a 5-8 season over weekend

•::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: sea<,on O\. er the \\Ce~end of
..
September 20 22 The Lady
WWW.UAHEXPONENT.COM
Chargerstookon o.14Ccn
. , _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ trJI Mi,.,ouri and non ranked

I

I

Equal or lesser value. Umlt $10.00 value. One coupon per visit.
Not valid with any other offer. Sushi not Included.

....

For more Information call:
721.9496 (home) or 772.9496 (Office)

h!lllpt alter attempt. UAH
could not knock dov. n 31
kilh on I07 shot attempts.
Maybe it wa.-; UAH de•
fen,e playing against themsel,es. but Henderson .,,ate
had I07 attacks with 52 an·
swercd kills.
Ending the day with 2
los,es. the Lady Charger,
went home for a night', re,i,
to come back and play Lin•
coin Memorial Sunday after•
noon in GSC play.
U H 3, L!\flJ 2 (Sept. 22)
The Lady Charger.- v.cnt
do\\n quick the fir,t tv.o
ramc, or pla) during
\unda\ ·., match. L 1U " 11
playi;g hard and talented
against the Lady Charge~ to
begin the day, bul UAH JU t
v. ou Id not lo,c anoi her
match tor thc" ' end. After
l'Oing do"'n 2 game., to O.
UAH found the LMU dcfcn·
,i" e holes and went on to wm
the match J-2. The Ch.ir!!cr,
remain defeated in G C play
after the miraculous win 10

L\1U.
The Lady Charger, _re·
mained undefeated during
league play.
The Chargers will go on
the road this "'eckend to pla)
matches against Valdo,rn
State and West Florida. _

I
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Men's soccer team drops two games
By Donnie Casebolt
Sports Writer

-I

The Charger men soccer
team dropped a couple of
games O\'er the weekend.
Playing in the Sun hine State,
Saint Leo and Florida Southern ga\c them a hard run, and
the Chargers just could not
muster victory.
"We were affected by the
events (the tragic car accident) from last week," said
head coach Carlos Petersen.
'-We stuck to the task at hand
and played hard against a
couple of talented teams."
Hoping to bring home a
pair of victorie to add to their
record, the Chargers took
shot after s hot but could not
get th rough, scoring no
goals for the weekend.

Saint Leo 4, UAH OF
(Sept. 21)
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The Chargers took a beating from the Lions on Friday
afternoon, St. Leo took 22
shots, 15 of which were on
goal, and rattled the Charger
net by knocking in 4 goah.
The No. 5 ranked Lions
~cooted through the Charger
defense showing off their of~
fcm,ivc potenual, not gi\'ing
the Chargers much of a
chance to get a goal to the
net.
Junwr goalkeeper 'athan
DanteI made eight stops during the game, but let four too
many get by. The curve was
just too !>harp for UA H to
handle, and the Li ons pulled
in four goals to UAH 's 0.

second half of play; they
scored three unanswered
goal on UAH defense and
extended their lead to 4-0.
By ouHhooting and
outscoring the Charger team,
the Moes put on a show for
their home cro\\,d. UAH just
could not seem to move the
ball down the field into Moc
territory. They spent the game
defending Florida Southern
shot .
UAH took 8 hob compared to the 24 shoh hoisted
up by Florida Southern.
Practice for the UAH
men's ·occer quad should
be to ugh thi week after going down 4-0 in two games
this past weekend.
They will begin conference play this upcoming
\\>eekend.
"It's important for us to
get off on the right foot for
the conference portion of our
schedule,'' said Peter.en.
The Charger men -.occer
team \\,ill he bad: in action in
a Gulf South Conference
opener match against We',t
f-lorida on September 27 at 4
p.m. m front of the home faithful at Charger field.
··west F-lorida is a nationally ranked team\\, ith a ton of

By Ronak Patel
Sports Editor
ro_93<l:l hotmail.com

Freshman David Martinez and the UAH Charges soccer squad wlll
attempt to rebound for their weekend home-stand to kick off the
Gulf South Conference slate.

talent." said coach Petersen.
"lney arc extremely quick on
offen,c and attack really
well."
The} "ill conclude the
\\,CCI.end home•stand with a
tangle against Monte\allo at

I :30 p.m on September 29.
"Montevallo i, a very direct team and they are a
young
bunch,"
-.aid
Pctcr,cn. "But they will be
read) to play."

Florida Southern 4,UAH
0 F (Sept. 22)
Another loss was delivered to the UAH men's soccer team on this past Sunday
by losing again 4-0.
UA H s tayed with the
tough and talented Moes in
the first half of play by allowing I goal to core.
When Florida Southern
returned to the field for the

•••
♦

Due to the los
of a beloved
friend and a si tant coach, The
Exponent
wishe to send
our deepest
sympathies and
prayers to the
family of
Lindsay Floyd.
She will always
be remembered.

•••
♦
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September 18. 2002. wa, a normal day for me. I went to clru ~
at 12:45 pm just like every Wedne day for the fall , emcster of
2002. I got OUI at 2:05 p.m.
At approximately the same time. tornado warning~ were coming through onh Alabama. Those tornado warnings are ~omething we arc accuMomcd to as North Alabamian,.
othing was out of the ordinary on this day. Well. one thing
wa:.. 1 happened to receive a parking ticket when I was parked at
the Administrative Science Building vi. itor' parking space.
But for UAH business Mudent , they know there is nowhere
to park during the afternoons when all of the clas es are scheduled
at the same time. I would rather park there (at the visitors space)
and not have to park all the way next to CCRH and walk 10 the
Administrative Science building.
It ju\t amazes me that the UAH Campus police actually ~it
there in front of the Administrative Science building while they
are eating their doughnub and ti me how long the car<; are parked
there. Don't they have anything better to do'! I gues~ not.
Other than that. it was just a regular day.
I then went 10 my friend's apartment to do wmc homeworl-..
Then I had to be bacl-. at campu, to work at the Admini,trathe
Science lab at 6 p.m.
I got to work at approximately 5:55 p.m. and ,at down at the
computer. and then my cell phone rang.
It wa, my friend: ,he had called me to inform me oft he trngic
e\ent, that ,hool.: up the LAH Athletic family earlier in the day.
The word, here ,cnd ,hockwa\es through my mind and heart:
(,All wome11 \ head coach A111fr 8/acks11111 wul an1sta111 «>(ICh
l.md~ey Flow/ mrn/1 ed i11 a ~erio/11 cu ddenr ll-!1i/e both "ere e11
rome w Mt mphis. Te1111essu for II ret mitin~ l'isir.
llien the following ,h0<ll.: me C\Cn more. Lindsey Floyd. 23.
k1/lt-d imtmllh and Bfllckston i1 in .uah/c w11clitio11111 Mu~1wlia
Rer:iuna/ Ilea/th Cell/er i11 Corinth, MS.
It wa.,ju<,t another rcminderofhow fragile the game oflifc can
he.
This is more than getting good grades on an exam, or lighting
with your loved ones or boyfriend!, or girlfriends. This i more
than about getting that new car to drive or whether or not if my
team won the game or not.
This is the gan1c of life.
I personally did not know Lindsey Floyd, but I feel a tremendous loss because she was just 23 and part of the UAH family.
My condolences go out to her family, friends, and the UAH
Charger family. May she rest peacefully in heaven.
I know coach Blackston. I had the tremendous honor of interviewing him last season and getting to know him as the season
wore on.
He·s bright. articulate, and a wonderful guy to talk with about
the gan1e of ba.\kelball and Ii fe.
He's as genuine as they come.
My heart goes out to him and his family and we all pray for a
\peedy recovery.
On another "run of the mill day:· which wa\ Monday. September 16. 1went to Subzone with two of my friend~. We were in
a hurry becau<,e the cloc:1-. read 12: IO p.m. and all of u, had cla,,c,
at 12:45 p.m.
I entered <iub,one and to the right of me at one of the table,
wa, a coach who ha, helped turned around the fortune." of the
UAII women\ ba,kctball program in one ,hon year.
lie called out my name, "Ro. what'\ up!"'
I replied bacl-., ··coach Blad.,t()n, what', up!'"
We did the u,ual a-, I al\\ay, did \\Ith him in ()Ur run-m,. We
chaned about the team and ho\\ the team i, looking.
After about a5-minutccon,eN1tion. I to ld him l"ll give him a
call next \\CCI. and intenicw him about the Lady Charger,' recruiting cla.sc; for the 2002-03 Season.
After we ,aid our goodbyes. I then proceeded 10 cut into the
long line 10 be with my friend (Coach Blachton wa. there with
two of his friends).
This year, during the month of February. I lo t ~omeone near
and dear to me. She was a friend. She wa only 24. I remember
weeping at her casket as I couldn't compose my~lftowalk by it.
Those feeling and emotion will be felt by Lindsey Floyd's
family and friends when he is sent off to the heavens.
I cannot convey or fathom how hard that will be for her loved
one.
But there i one thing I can ay to everyone. Live each year of
each month of each week of each day of each hour of each minute
of each second like it's your last.
Be happy and be thankful of the time you spent with your
loved ones. because you never know when one of them could be
taken away from you .
This column ls dedicated to the memory of Lindsay Floyd.
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SW&tiight
By Jorge Raub
E11tertainme11t
Editor
raubj @email.uah.edu

The highly anticipated Reese Wither poon vehicle
Sweet Home Alabama had its Alabama premie re at this
Year's Sidewalk Moving Pictures Festival on Friday September 20.
In this romantic comedy from Disney's Touchstone
Pictures, New York fashion designer Melanie Carmichael.
Melanie suddenly finds herself engaged to the city's most
eligible bachelor (Patrick Dempsey), but her past holds
many secrets, including her redneck husband Jake (Josh
Luca<;), whom she married in high school and who refuses to divorce her. Bound and determined to end their
contentious relationship once and for all, Melanie sneaks
back home to Alabama to confront her past.
Sweet Home Alabama also stars Fred Ward, Mary Kay
Place, Jean Smart and Candice Bergen.
Descriptions of the film have included the line that
"you can take the girl out of the South, but you can never
take the South out of the girl." But how does the film
actually portray Southern life and Southerners? Like many
films set in the South, Sweet Home Alabama has raised
some eyebrows over a potentially dubious and inaccurate depiction.
Early criticisms have come out that Sweet Home Alabama offers only a cartoonish spoof of Alabama and life
in a rural town; that it resorts to predictable jokes about
yokels and rednecks. A number of people who have bad
access to trailers and early screenings of the movie allegedly claim that its depiction of small town rural life won't
play well here.
Director Andy Tennant visited Alabama in the spring
of last year while doing a rewrite of the script and apparently to scout locations for shooting. One will have to
wait until the movie's nationwide release on September
27 to accurately gauge its portrayal of Alabama and its
people.
One thing that is certain, absolutely none of the shooting took place here in the state. All principal photography was filmed in Georgia, Florida, Tennessee, and New
York. All is not lost though, Witherspoon was born in
Nashville.
This has set off a fury of outrage and dissent in the
filmmaking community of Alabama, who yearns to draw
more big time productions to the state - and also to be
employed in these productions.
One problem that has plag ued Alabama for years is
that the state has not been very filmmaker-friendly. Other
big name productions l>uch as Forrest Gump have chosen to film in surrounding Southe rn statei..
Hopefully all has been made well by a new incentives
packaged s igned into law by Governo r Siegelrnan and
approved by the Alabama Film Office. Unfortunately,
thii. new deal went into effect la,t January - at the i.ame
time shooting on Sweet Home Alabama was wrapping
up.
Too little, too late to get this major motion picture about
Alabama actual ly filmed within Mate lines, let\ hope that
in the future Alabama will be a sweet home for fil mmaker,
of movies big and , mall.

Read The Exponent
onlineat
www.uahexponent.com
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Ballistic has appeal for both sexes
know something about his
wife, which he lost in an exEnterlainment Writer
plosion about seven years
brandm@email.uah.edu
ago.
As you'll find out, Gant
I'll admit that I wai. skep- and Eeks know more about
tical to see thi movie based each other than you are told
on the previews . I thought at first. However, l can't tell
the previews revealed a lot of you any more without spoilaction and nothing else. I was ing the whole surprise part of
pleasantly surprised to find the plot.
Eeks is slow to realiLC that
that the movie offered a little
Sever
is trying to help him.
more than that.
After
all,
part of his assignThe movie was directed
by Kaos, the pseudonym for ment was to help catch her.
Wych Kaosayananda. He did One of the most intense fight
a great job of including some scenes is the one between
plot to this action movie, but Eeks and Sever early in the
without overempha<;izing it. movie. You'll understand
You' ll see lots of explo- why he is hesitant to accept
s ions and several fight her help, after she blows up
scene with Sever (Lucy Liu) the bus in which he is riding.
and
Eeks
(Antonio He doesn't really realize that
Banderas). They start out she is helping him until she
fighting each other, then join gives him a clue about his
together to help each other wife.
after they realize they are reI really haven't liked Lucy
ally fighting the same enemy, Liu in the past roles in which
Gant (Gregg Henry).
I have seen her. However, I
Why are they fighting really liked her in this movie.
this enemy? Gant, who Sever This movie really let her demused to work for, had some- onstrate her range of acting
thing to do with the death of skills.
her family. Gant also uses his
Her role is one of the best
young son to do some of his in the movie as far as fightdirty work. Sever disapproves ing and shooting goes. She
of using the child in this way, can fight any man, or several
and she kidnaps young men, single handedly. She is
Michael. As for Eeks, he also a merciless killer, when it
knows that Sever and Gant comes to people getting in

By Melanie Howard

her way, especially police-

men.
She is also a great marksman. One of her victims receives a shot within one centimeter from his heart. Eeks
says to a partner, "She
doesn't miss." You'll learn
later on that indeed she didn't
miss her target.
Sever has a sensitive side
to her as well. It takes the
movie a while to reveal it, but
it's all part of the developing

plot. She is a mother who has
lost her child at the hands of
Gant. We see her in a nurturing and caring role as well
when she kidnaps Michael
and while she holds him in
captivity.
I really liked this movie!
With the combination of action and a mild love story I
think its one that both sexes
will enjoy.

Fall TV has old faves, new debuts
By Brad Smith

with their own family sitcom.

Entertainment Writer

"8 Simple Rules .. . " stars

Once again our TV's will
be invaded with all the new
s ho w s that the ne two rks
have coo ked up over the
summer. Some we' II big hit!>,
while others won't live long
enough to see Thanksgiving.
It 's also tha t time o f year
whe n we find o ut the outcomes of the cliffhanger:, that
we were left with last May.
Will Rachel and Joey get married? Will President Bartlett
get re-elected? In a short few
weeks, we'll have all these
answers and more.
Fir:.t things fi rst, there will
be a , irtual b uffet of new
sho w-. of e very , ariety. Altho ug h ,ifting through all
these show can i,eem like
looking for a needle in a i.tack
of needle-., I hope to shed
some light on a few shows
that might be worth your interest.
ABC i, hoping to hone in
on some of the audience that
enjoy" such shows a, ..Everybody Loves Raymond"

s itcom vets John Ritter
("Three's Company") and
Katie Segal ("Married ... with
Children", "Futurama") ai. a
married couple coping with
two teenage daughters in the
midst of those turbulent high
sc hoo l y ears. This show
should live up to its billing,
however it might have diffic ulty in its Tuesday night
timeslot along side '"JAG"
and 'That\ 70s Show".
Anothe r ne w show that
ABC is hyping up is the new
drama ··Push, Nevada". It is
a drama set in the Nevada
desert. where vie wers can
pick up on clues in every episode. and at the end of the
seal.on fig ure out the mystery. a nd actu ally win real
money.
C BS i, tool ing to ca'>h in
on the succes, of"CSJ" with
two spin-offs; "CSJ: Miami"
and '·Without a Trace". '"CSI:
Mia mi" <.ta rs two fo rmer
·· YPD Blue" s tar" Kim
Delaney and Da\id Russo
and should be popular with

fans of the original show.
"Without a Trace" is the story
of the missing persons department at the FBI's New
York bureau and s hould
prove to be another successful police-drama.
As if you could get your
fill of cop-dramas, NBC premieres its latest brain child
'"Boomtown", which is set in
Los Angeles and staTl> former
New Kids on the Block star
Donnie Wahlberg, let's just
hope he can act bette r than
he could sing.
BC is returning to more
nostalgic times with its show
'"American Dreams" which i,
based in 1963 Philadelphia
and actually includes actual
foo tage fro m "Ame ri ca n
Band.,tand", which wai. the
father of w ch musical shows
as TRL. UPN 1s resurrecting
one of the most popular sci
fi shows of its day. 'The Twi
light Zone". f-orrest Whitak.er
will ho-.t the new \ Cr, ion of
the old class ic, whic h will
feature appearances by Jason Alexander ("Seinfeld")
and other~.

Of course there will still be
plenty of old favorites with
all ne w episodes for the fall.
One o f the most anticipated
season premieres is the
Emmy award winning show
"'The Sopranos" which can be
seen Sunday nights on HBO.
There have even been Las
Vegas odds makers betting on
which character will be killed

fiN.
This year al,;o marls the
fina l season o f one of the
most popular sitcoms in hi·tory, "Frie nds" . The show
which h,L'i already found succes, in i.yndication has been
on the ai r for more than 6
year.. Many fans are anxio~s
to see ho w las t year '
c lifnrn nge r sea so n finale
e nds. Other popular show,
such as 'The West Wing°".
'"Suni'"or", a nd ··Bo st on
Public" will also have their
sea,on premiere in the next
fewwccb.
So. if you ha ve any free
time (like anyone e\erdocs).
sit bacl , g rab some chips,
and enjoy some of the new
1Vpage7
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Singer still Shoutingfrom the rooftops
By Mary Cates
Enterlai11me11t Writer
On September I 0, singersongwriter-act ivi st Ani
Di Franco rclca-.cd her highly
anticipated double live CD.

So Much Slw111i11g. So Much
Laughter. Ii\ c years after the
release of her fir-.t live album,
Lil'ing in the Clip. which
Rolling Stone called one of
the "essential album, of the

90s."
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distinguishe.., her i · the po- Fall 2001 tour.
Another memorable moetic qualit} of her lyrics.
mcn
t is the ne~ ,ong,
\\-hich arc . traightforward.
"Shrug:·
a
melodic
conver-,:1t1onal, but ,harply
agoni,ation
about
lost
lo,e.
pointed and emotional!}
Wrillen
and
fiN
rehcar-,ed
compelling.
So Much Slwwin,: is re- during ,ound check in
ally two records in one. The Bo1eman. Montana. it \\'a,
fir.;t di'>c, '"Stray Cats," i.., a recorded in concert that
collectton of song-. tran<;- night. ··swand1,e" feature..,
formed -.ince their first ap- gnpping acou,tic riff, accompearance on ,tudio albums. panying an in..,pirational lyriwhich Ani dc,cribes a ··a cal me..,sage ,peaking to all
feral collection of -.et list people who face trcmendou,
tandards and a re~ anoma- adver..,ity. The mes..,age i,
lies." The <;eeond di.,k. "GirJ... clear and comforting: e-.en if
Singing ight." play-. more everything in the world i,
like a typical -;how from her against you, there is always
recent tour. Tmcts were re- a glimmer of hope. In trying
corded at different venues to ,ucceed. you may be tom
acros. the U.S. and Canada. apart. but the chance al~ays
The mo t powerful mo- ei.ists to create ,;omething
So Much Shouting, So
Much Laughter ofter; over 2 ment of the album comes from magnificent. Even trying and
hours of music, including the musical setting of her failing is belier than not trythree previously unrelea-.ed compelling poetic rant agrun<,t ing at all.
Ani Difranco w:l! born to
song • all recorded with the the implications of Septemplay
music in front of people,
si>.-piece band she toured ber 11, ·'the day that America
and
her
constantly surpri. ing
with from 2000-2002. Backed sank to its knees. after a cenarti
try
only develop with
by saxophone, flute, trumpet, tury of not saying 'thank you·
time.
As
Vanity Fair says.
clarinet, ba-.s. guitar, drums. or 'please.'" She openly at"DiFranco's
musicianship
and keyboard• . he play. en- tacks George W, from his supbroadens,
more
diverse and
ergetic, rhythmic aco~tic and posedly orchestrated e lecmore
jazzand
funk-proficient
occasionally electric guitar. tion to his intimate dealing
than ever. The one thing that
Her vocals range from per- with the oil industry. Entitled
can
' t improve: her astonb,hcussive talk-singing, to "Self-Evident," the songing
voice, coolly permanently
breathless, jazz-like scat, to poem gives a complex, chalurgent,
tugging at the sleeve
,,,ordless wailing. So Much lenging perspective on world
or
close
to the ear, like the
Shouting is an eclectic collec- politics and has been one of
murmur
of
a lover who knows
tion, encompassing be-bop he r most di cu sed works
every
last
secret
and decided
bluegrass, fun-laden funk, since it first appeared as a
to
stay."
and punk-follcie. What truly work-in-progress during her

she's an outspoken unabashed femini t who has
gladly supported d1ver-.c puru its such as opposing the
death penalty, upholding
women's reproductive righ~.
and promoting gay visibility.
"I speak without reseJ"\ation from what I know and
who I am," attests DiFrJllco,
never one to hy away from
controversy... , do so with the
understanding that all people
should have the right to offer
their voice to the chorus
whetherthe result i, hannony
or dis..,onance." Through the
Righteous Babes foundation. she actively supports
gras..,roots and political organitatiorn, around the country.

Without the benefit of
much attention from MTV or
alternati, e rock stations. Ani
created a wildly <,uccessful
indie career. producing I 5
full-length albums on her
own label. Righteous Babes
Records. despite numerou'>
offers from record label e>.ccutivcs. Her la.,t six albums have
made the Billboard chans and
earned four Grammy nominations. largel y due to her
hugely supportive underground fan ba,e. Her music
affinns her listeners: it's all
right to be female, to be different.
As a teenager in the mid
80s - '"a new school folkie
during the reign ofold-school
synthpop" -Ani began playing clubs in Buffalo, New
York, stunning everyone at
her intimate gigs with her innate musicianship and
pointed observations about
the world around her. With
each new gig. she left a new
batch of converts. Over a
decade later, she's more likely
to play Carnegie Hall, and
ecstatic critical review supplements word-of- mouth. In
addition to touring the U.S.
non-stop. she al ·o regularly
visits Europe, Australia, and
Japan.
While Ani claims to be
simply a folk musician, her
far-left politics, dreadlock ,
and spirited raging against
the corporate machine alienate her against some (unfortunate) fo,teners. Ani's art
and politics are inseparable:

1Vfrom page 7
-.how., that the network are
offering thi-. ,;eason and there
is something out there for
about an::r taste. For more information on TV listing~ in
your area check out
W\\-'\\;.t\ guide.com.
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September 24
The Ballroom Dance Club of Hunt,,ille meeb e,ery
Tuesday in eptember at the kate Odys-.ey on South
Parkway. lickei.. are $4 and include a dance les..,on. Les,on ,tart, at 7:30; dancing from 8 to 10: 15 p.m. The Le...-.on
for the month of September is the Tango. For more information call 883-6107 or visit http://dancelm. homc.mind~pring.

com

September 25
ACE pre-.ents Comedian Peter Berman at 9 p.m. in UC
Mom's. Free admission.

September26
"Ancient Immorality," public reading und translation of
Latin texts. Union Grove Gallery, 7 p.m. (spom,orcd by Society for Ancient Languages)
September 26-29
Calhoun College Theatre pre<.;cnb The Rimers OJ
Eldritch at The Black Box Theatre in the Fine Arts Building
on Calhoun's Decatur Campus. All <,hows at 7 p.m. except
Sunday. which is a 2 p.m. matinee. Tickets are $10 general
admission and $7 for students and seniors. For tickets and
information. call 306-2693 or e-mail whp@calhoun.cc.al.us.
September 27-29
Big Spring Jam in Downtown Huntsville. For more information check their web site: http://www.bigspringjam.org/

September 28
Bank Street Players of Decatur will hold auditions for
Its a Wonderful Life at IO a.m. at Wesley United Methodist
Church on We tmeadc St. just otT Danville Rd. Performances at the Princess Theatre, Decatur, on Thursday morning for schools on Nov 21, and Friday. Nov 22 at 7:30, and
Saturday, Nov. 23 at 2:30 and 7:30. Rehearsals will be at Ft.
Decatur beginning Oct I. For more information contact director Sylvia Barham at 353-1200.
September 27-30
Independent Mu ical Productions presents Free to Be
You and Me (with day performances for kids of all age )
Lee High School Auditorium Based on the book by the
same title. For more infonnation and tickets call 539-3379
September 30
The U.A.H. lnternational Cultural Organization presents
an International Music and Dance Night at 7 p .m. University Center Exhibit Hall A. Free and open to the public. This
is very informal and we are looking for interested participants. If you would like to join in as a musician or dancer.
please write Damien Marsic at damien@rael.org.

Now through October I
UAH Univer<.ity Center Gallery presents Leslie Kneisel:
Progressive Lies. Art on view in the UAH Univcr..ity Center Gallery.

Through October 5
Double Spring✓Cullman: Looney's Tavern Productions,
Inc. pre..,ents Arsenic & Old Lace Shows arc Thursday,
Friday, Saturday night... at 8 pm & Sunday at 2 pm
in the indoor Dual Destiny Theatre on Hwy 278 E near
Double Spring.,, Ala. Ticket<, are $15.00 and 14.00 for '>Cnior... You ma::r dine in Sister Sara·s & ,ee the <,how for
20.00 per person For inforniation ::rou may check our web
..,ite at http://www.looncy-.ta,crn.com/. For re-.ervations call
1-800-566-6397.

•o~ through 'o,cmber I
Arti-.tic Image., Gallery at 2115 Whitc,burg Drive pre-.ent-. Pamela Watter-.. "in,idc OUT.'" f·or more infonnation

t.--all 5341968.

·o~ through 'oHimbcr IO
The I lunt"' illc Mu,cum of Art prc,ent-.: Our Alabama
Heritage and the ci.hibiuon The Red Clay Suncy. £ 1ghth
Bie nnial Ei.hibition of Contemporar) Southern \rt
Admi,,ion to the Mu,eum i, charged (l11ur day e\cning,
are lree) for more intonnation on admi,sion fee, and mu,eum hour.. ~all 535-4350 or -. i,it the v.cbsite ,it h11p://
W\\. v. .h" mu,eum.org
Ongoing

n,r

Rehcar--.11, ha, c begun for thi, year's cd1t1on ot
Ln ing ('hriw11m
The theme i, .. A Fc,th al 01 Light""
Sinccrs trom the region arc v.clcomc to join u Rchear-.a1'
arc Wcdnc,day-. at 7 pm. v. ith one Thur-.day a month. Contact Billy Orton at Fir..t Bapti-,t Church for more inlonnation. Email Bill) (alfbchS\.org orcall 2.'i6-428-9-t24

r,u.
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Cafeteria has some new flavors, fresh appeal
By Janet Wilks
Restaurant Reviewer
Times valid
9-26 through 10-2
Men in Black (PG 13)
2:007:00
Spiderman (PG 13)
4:009:00

XXX (PG 13) 1:20 4:00
7:009:30
Pluto Nash (PG 13) 9:20
Like Mike {PG)
1:004:00
Signs {PG 13)
1:20 4:40 7:20 9:40

*Lilo and Stitch {PG)
1:154:15
City by the Sea {R)
7:009:30

K-19 {PG 13)
7:009:40

Well. folks I must say that
most of the food in the cafeteria bn't half bad. They do
have problems, but I think
the e could be eliminated
with time and many complaints. I like what they have
done with the atmo phere; it
seems more open. I will have
to critique this a little differently than I usually do, however, I know you will get the
jest of it.
I will be telling everyone
who hasn't visited thecafeteria what there is to offer and
maybe tell you what to avoid
as well. I have been visiting
the cafeteria quite often lately
because my classes have at
least two hours between
them and I like to study in

Stealing Harvard
(PG 13) 1:10 3:10 5:10
7:109:10
Spy Kids 2 (PG)
1:00 3:00 5:00
7:309:45

*Denotes no passes

wants to ay o. there are still
a lot of people who commute
like myself and have no access to computer. I spend a
lot of time in the UC if you
can't tell. I digress. This last
week the smoothie counter
ran out of vanilla yogurt or
ice cream I am not quite sure
which, but they could not
make any fruit moothies. I
saw a lot of people turned
away and quite disappointed
I might add. Go ahead! Give
the students a treat and then
don't stock it properly.
There are six different
areas inside the food service
area that are of interest: subway area, wraps and salad
area, the pre-prepared food
area, the (so-called) fast food
area, o ur great chicken place
and drinks.
The subway area is one

What was the name
of Harrison Ford's
spaceship in Star
Wars (1977)?

Austin Powers (PG 13)
1:30 4:00 7:00

*The Tuxedo (PG 13)
1:00 1:30 3:00 3:30 5:00
5:30 7:00 7:30 9:00 9:30

front of the large windows in
the cafeteria. It is quite a
pleasant and wann spot. The
chairs are ,·ery comfortable
and there is plenty of Iight for
studying. There is a microwave provided for those who
bring their meals to heat up
(that was there before they
did the renovations and it is
the same microwave).
There is also a small bar
where they serve milk shakes
and smoothies and ice cream.
It is a nice improvement for
the place that u ed to be
called the Charger Cafe, However, there used to be computers in the Charger Cafe
and in the cafeteria and now
there is virtually nowhere to
check your email in the University Center.
I think this is a bad idea
because whether anyone

The first 2 people with the correct answer for the Movie Trivia will win movie tickets. ONLY2 pairs
of tickets will be given away each week. Tickets for any trivia will be distributed on a first-come, firstserve basis from 10-11 a.m. on Monday. No one who has won in the last month is eligible for any
contest or trivia. Please see .Jennifer Hill in The Exponent office only between the hours specified
above. Tickets good at Decatur and Huntsville Carmike locations.

of my favorite . I like fresh
food and the bread always
taste fresh, the lettuce is always crisp, the rest of the
vegetables are great too, and
the meat has good texture
(not sli my like it has been sitting there too long.) I have
never had anything bad
come from that area and the
lady who is usually there is
very nice and alway wears a
smi le. It costs just about the
same or just a little more as
the trademark Subway
shops. Don ' t forget if you
and a friend like the same kind
of sandwich because you
can always get a foot-long to
split and it will be cheaper
than buying two six inch
subs.
Next, there arc the wraps
and salads. This would be a
good place to go, but I have
one complaint. When they

are preparing the meat for the
wrap or the salad, the chef
pours oil on the meat. I do
not mean he puts a teaspoon
of oil on it; I mean he puts a
quarter of a cup of oil on it. I
do not like grilled chicken to
slide out of my wrap because
it is so greasy. I find it reYolting.
At first I thought it was a
fluke or maybe it wa-; just one
of the chefs in that area, but
they have done it every time
I go there. It is because of this
that I do not visit that area
anymore. If you don't mind a
little grease, I suggest the
chicken Caesar wrap with the
spinach tort i Ila.
Further inside the doors
is the pre-prepared food area,
which is only open during
lunch hours, but is really
CAFEpage9
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Top Ten Hits
I. Nelly •O11emma·
2. Eve "Gangsta Lovin··
3. Avril Lavigne •eompltcated"
4. Emmem •c1eanrn' Out My Closet"
5.P,Dtddy & Ginuw,ne "I Need A Gtrl"
6. Creed ·one Last Breath"
7. Neely 'Hot m Here"
8. Pmk •Just Like A Pill"
9. Ashanti "Happy•
10. Mano "Just A Friend 2002"

Top Ten Movies
I. Barbershop
2. My 819 Fat Greek Wedding
3. One HOur Photo
4. sw,mfan
5. Stealing Harvard
6. Signs
7. Sea by the Sea
8. XXX
9. Spy Kids 2
10. Go1dmembcr

UAH Fall Job Fair
Wednesday, October 9., 2002
9:00 AM - 2:00 PM
University Center
Questions? Call the Office of Career Services at 824-6612

Freshmen, Sophomores, and Junior:
• Greet the repre entative with a smile, a firm hand shake, and
introduce your self.
• Tell them your major and a k what opportunities may exist
within the organization.
• Ask what skills and experience the organization looks for in job
candidates.
• Ask if they offer summer employment, intern hips, or if they
have a co-op program.
• Do they have any literature on the company that you may have.
• Finally, thank them for their time and move on so that others
may have an opportunity to talk.
Seniors, Graduate Students, and Alumni:
• Dress professionally and bring plenty of updated copies of your
resume.
• Greet the representative with a smile, a firm hand shake, and
introduce yourself.

....................

.,

•

•
•
•
•

Tell them what your major is or the type of employment you are
eeking and ask what opportunities may exist within the organization.
Ask what skill and experience the organization looks for in job
candidates.
Tell them a little about yourself and what you have to offer.
Offer them a copy of your resume and ask for a business card.
This will allow you to write follow-up letters.
Finally, thank the employer for talking with you.

Participating organil.ations include: ADT, Accenture, Adtran,
Boeing, Centerstone, Children's Health System, DCS Corp., EDAW,
International Space System, Marine Corps, Missile & Space Intelligence Center, Naval Surface Warfare Center, Nissan, Northrop
Grumman, Redstone Technical Test Center, Shearwater Corp.,
Southwestern Legacy Financial Services, Xontech, Yellow Book,
and Youth Villages. More will be added!

.... , .........................................................................
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Editorial
LETTERS
he

Dear Readers,
As different people
,hared their favorite memolie of Lindsay f-7oyd la,t f'riday and at the FCA (Fellowship of Christian Athletes)
meeting on Thursday Night,
I couldn't help but to begin
asking myself some hard
question . What will people
say and remember about me
when I'm gone? What do I
want people to say and reCAFE from page 8
yummy. It i; the best deal for the
money. One can get two , ides. a
main course (a meal u,ually), a
de~rt. and a roll for under five
buch. I definite ly recommend
uying it once. I have eaten there
several times and alway, left feeling full and satisfied. I would stay
away from anything with shrimp
in it though because it seems to
alwa)S taste like dirt. I absolutely
enjoy the deserts which are usually fruit cobblen. and they alway~
ta,te homemade.

By Jennifer Hill
Editor-i11-Cheif
hilljrC!! email.uah.edu.

Dead Ime tor ha, mg
1,

ku.:ri. ol

00 v.ord, or le,._, turned m

:! p.m. on f·nda) , lh.: I \p<ml'nl re,.:n.:, the n!Jhl

111

edit nll material, ,uhm111ed lor puhhcauon

member about me? If there's
a gap between what I think
people will remember and
what I want them to remember, how can I change that?
What do I want out of life?
Are my goals basically selfcentered or do they resolve
around promoting God's
agenda and others' welfare?
If relationships are the only
thing I can carry with me into
eternity, what kind of shape

are my relationships in
RIGHT NOW? If God evaluates me according to how well
I obey his Word, how am I
tacking up and how can I do
better? What degree of reward or punishment am I in
for on the other side of death?
I had somehow managed
to push these concerns aside
until last week, but have now
started again to seek answers
and change in my life. If

Lindsay·., death didn't directly affect you. don't wait
(a'> I did) for another tragedy
before addressing the questions listed above. While you
continue in prayer for Lindsay Floyd's family and loved
one , I invite, urge, and challenge you to join me in taking time for personal evaluation.
A Friend of Charger
Athletics

------ --- - ---Then there i~ the fa,1 food
area. I prefer the term ··~low"
because it tal.es forever to get
your order from this area. Fries
are the exception. Pizza and hot
pocl.et type things are prepared
for the lunch crowd o you can go
and pick those up and get out
quick. They are better than I expected. lliey are great if you are
in a hurry. Most things are good
in this area. but I prefer that when
I go into get my food I come out
with it within five minute, not

fifteen.
The big thing everyone heard
about during the summer and last
spring was we were getting a generic Chick-Fil-A. Well, it just
didn't happen. I have been continually disappointed in this area.
I expected something other than
what we had bcfOl'C. They gave it
a facelift and said it was new, but
it is the ame stuff we had last
year in a different 00)(. I do not
recommend the chicken wing .
every time I ha,·e eaten them they

have been charred. It may just be
my Jud.. bu1 I have tried them
three time~ ju\t to mal.e ~ure.
There are a wide variety of
drinks from water to Gatorade to
fountain drinks. I only have one
quick comment to make about
thi area. Refills are not free.
Shanie on them for trying to make
a buck off of u~.
I will give the cafeteria three
out of five forks. To sum it up.
try II for your;elf and draw your
own conclusion\.

SGA from page 1
this week approved the Club Finance Handbook for Fiscal Year
2003.

Several major change, have
Ix-en implemented in thi, year·,

handbook. Among the major
change, were a decn.·a,c in the
umc allov.ed forexpcn,l'S reimburi:cment from 60 da), to 14.
a requirement for ,,~dal funding l'l.'quc,t, to hem .11 lea,t tlm-e
\\~'Cl, before an e\ent, a n.•quil\!ment for cluh, to rcpon 111 SGA
on e\Cnh for which the) rcque,t
funding. and the b1g!!c,1 point
of contention bel\wcn A"cmbly members, a l\!duction m club
operating budgets from$ I 00 lO
75.

"By pa~t acthity (of the

SGA House). we've been feed- didn't like the idea of making form a commiuee to consider
ing clubs with a ~ilver spoon," club, go through a run around to amendments to the handbook.
~lated SGA Vice President of get all of their funding. "'They citing bwcs including a rule preFinance I leather Marcum dur- shouldn't have to come back for venting special funding l\.'(IUC~ts
ing noor d1,cu,•-icm of the new another $25 (if they need it.) in the month of October and
handbool.:. "'Thi, will make our ben with the cut, it still doe,n ·, pro\'isions for indivtdual fundbudget more nc,ihle, .md make pre\ ent the SGA from gi, ing ing.
· away too mut.h money."
SGA chartered cluh, wi,ht. \el')one more accountable."
Rep. Brown's propo,ed mg to u1tli1e 'iG<\ funds for their
<iGA members were quick to
defend campti- clubs on th<' ,,. amendment retummg opcrnting e,eni- mu,, ,end a repre,enui,ue ul npcmting budgch. Rcp. budgets to Sl()(h\a, \oted down ll\e to one or two 1-tnance OfChti, BroY.n (Eng.) wa, am11ng b} a JJ-15 ,otc. Regardlc"· the ficer Worhhop, this coming
the ,taunche,t defender,, of the handti()ok pa~,ed by a \Ole of month They are ,cheduled for
October 16 at 2 p.rn. and Octopreviou, operaung budget of 25-0-3.
Among the ab,tain ,ote, ber 24 at 7 p.m .. both in L'C 131.
$ I 00. " I don ·1 thin!,... 11·, fair to
thm,e that u,e it 10 lose it. There was Rep. Brown ··n1cre were Students ,hould contact Vice
are belier way, to con~rve our ,e\'eral b,ues of interest that President of Finance Heather
budget than culling funding 10 were not addre,sed. and so I Marcum at 824-6375 to conlmn
didn't feel comfonable voting attendance
club,."
Sen. Kim Battle (Soph.) yay or nay." Brown mo\ed to

SOCCER from page 4
their road-losing '>trcak, a
talented A&M ~quad at
Charger field stopped the
home streak for coach
Ziyenge\ squad.
"I was pleased with the
effort of my team." said
Zryengc ··we played again-.t
an extremely talented team
and \l.e -.t<x><l up to the challenge."
Carolyn Han ey', ,hot
got through the oui..tretch
arm of UAH goalkeeper Sarah Sollie at the 17-minute
mark of the fir,t half to put
A&~ up 1-0.
In the second half of the
contest, UAH would not
capitali,e on their scoring
chances and A&M', A-,hley
Ka, ter scored on a counter
~ltack to put the game away
--0.
Despite the tough set
back· ·11 was admirable to -;ee
h~w the Lady Chargers
Payed the games with a
hca\y heart.

"Our miocb were definitely
somewhere ebe." said
Ziyenge. " It was very d1ffic u It after the win o\cr
Cumberland."
Ziyenge continued on by
saying the win wasn't really
a \l,,in becau,e of the -,ituation.
"Although we won the
g:m1e it was hard to he happy
because of the coping we as
a UAH Athletic family had to
go through." said Zi)enge.
UAH wi ll open 11' Gulf
South Conference ,eason
with a tough opener against
nationally ra nked Wes t
Florida on September 27 at
1.30 p.m. on Charger field.
"We,t Florida is a great
team," said Z1yenge ...They
are nationally ranked and
played tremendous to start
the sea.,on."
The game will be a tremendous cha llenge for
UA H's young squad.
"We have nine freshman

on our ,quad, but we're putting the pieces together for the
Conference season," Ziyenge
stated.
To conclude the weekend
home-stand, the Lady
Charges will host Montevallo
on Sunday, September '.!9 at 4

p.m.
"Monte, a l lo will be a
good test after West Florida,"
said Ziyenge. "We're not going too, erlook West Florida.
The games will provide our
team tough test, ..

lhe

Gift°'I ifc

It seems the gift of life is never taken seriously until it
has been snatched away from someone who seemed to
least deserve to have it taken away. Here at The £xpo11e111 many of us have been deeply affected by the recent
death of Lindsay Floyd, UAH's assistant women's basketball coach. It's strange how this renective veil of emotions has swept over even my perspective of life.
I didn't know Lindsay, yet just her picture continues
to haunt my mind. So young, with such a beautiful smile
that radiates even from the hollow renection of a simple
photograph. Because of this I' ve been impressed with a
frantic sense of urgency to live my life like the next minute
could be my last.
Somehow all the frustrating trivialities of existence
have become fooiishnes and rm haunted by the importance of each word and action. What if my last words are
spoken in hate or my final action is one of undue cruelty?
Life is too short to be cheapened by those who do not
treasure its true value. You can't live your life fretting
over every little detail that goes wrong. It's so easy to
quit focusing on where you you're going because of
those few little obstacles littering the way.
We at The Expo11e111 would like to extend our deepest
condolences to the family of Lindsay Floyd, her fiancc,
and friends. I pmy that you will find comfort in each other
during this time of mourning. While Lindsay·., life was
short, it was not without meanmg. for it caused many of
us rethink our pcr-,pecU\es of life in a new \l,,ay.

The Exponent Staff:
Jennifer Hill. Editor-In-Chief
hlllJ r•emall. uah.edu
Lyndle Cyphers, Copy Editor
cypherl•ema II. ua h.edu

Joelle LaGuerre, Business Manager
LaguerJ•e mall. ua h .edu

Ali Owens, Layout Editor
a 111 so ntateowen s•ya hoo .com

Fran Auhler, Advertising Manager
flu h let•e mall.u ah. edu

Heather Byland, News Editor
bylandhOemal I. uah.edu

Jorge Raub, Entertainment Editor
ra u bjOe mall.uah .ed u

Ronak Patel, Sports Editor
ro _ 930 hotm a ti. com

Scott Westfall, Online Editor
westf asOemall.uah.ed u

George Olden, D1stnbution Manager
o ldengOemal l.uah. edu

Dr. Clarke Rountree. Ad'l1~r
rou ntrjOemail .ua h.edu

We would like to congratulate
the following winners~
A f the Big Spring lam~
~ Tickets Giveaway:
Three Day Passes:
Sharon Coffman
Billy McClendon
April Flowers
One Day Passes:

Karen Haynes
Melanie Alston
Brandi Mason
Annette Wilson
Melanie Stillman
Kristen Freeman

Zach Ingrum
Robert Ely
Chris Marshall
Melanie Howard
Cana Stein
Adam Massey
Michael Stevens
Chris Watner
Donnie Green
Marcy Robinson
Yang "Victor" Wang
Melissa Gill
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Limits on
Executive Power

r

By Geof F. Morris
Opinion Writer

morrisg@email.uah.edu

l

This week has been a tough one in many respects. I
would Uke to offer my condolences and prayers to all
family members, friends, players, and coaches on the
loss of Lindsay Floyd. She was much more than just a
player or an Assistant Coach during her time here and
she will be deeply missed.
This week was the last for our current SGA senate.
Elections took place this Tuesday and Wednesday in
the UC. I would like to thank all the senators for their
hard work over the past year. They helped to bring about
several changes here on campus during their term, and
I also look forward to working with our new batch of
senators.
The Board of Trustees for the University of Alabama System met this past week in Tuscaloosa. The
budgets for aU three of our universities were under consideration, as well as many other items of new business.
A few interesting statistics: The total budget for the
system this year totals nearly $2 billion; UAH itself contributes more than $500 million to this state's economy;
UAB is currently the state's largest employer.
There are still a few open positions in SGA up for
grabs. If you are interested in becoming involved and
making a difference on this campus, please stop by the
SGA office or call 824-6375 for more information. Best of
luck to everyone in the coming weeks, and I hope everyone is planning on attending Big Spring Jam this
weekend ... it should be a great time.

Let's talk about limits on
executive power, specifically
one limit that has been proposed on the power of our
illustrious SGA President,
Mr. Leonard J. " Don't Call
Me Strawberry" Frederick.
Because of the very nature
of student-hood, members
will leave the SGA from time
to time. Sometimes, they
leave willingly- they're
over-extended, unable to do
the job, or have changed
majors and can't hold the
position any longer. Other
times, they're removed because they fail to show up
for meetings.
When those positions are
vacated, whether by force or

where in the Constitution is
a time period for such an
amendment addressed. That
is the crux of the problem.
The SGA President doesn' t
have to make a nomination
in a timely manner-he just
has to make one at some
point. This isn't even totally
enforceable; with no time
Iimit, the SGA President could
wait until the end of his or
her term and then say, "I
won't make a nomination,"
leaving the SGA unable to
punish him or her for dereliction of duty.
The act of leaving those
positions unfilled in a timely
manner-by both the current
SGA President and by the

choice, it is the job of the SGA
President to nominate someone to fill the position per
Article II, Section 2, Paragraph 2, Clause 6 of the Con-

stitution of the Student Govemment Association of The
University of Alabama in
Huntsville. (If you're interested, you can find that on
the Web: http://sga.uah.edu/
constitution. htm I.) Each
house of the Assembly can
choose to accept or reject
that nomination; with the
Senate, it's Article Ill, Section
6, Paragraph 2, Clause 6, and
with the House, it's Article
Ill, Section I0, Paragraph 2,
Clause 4.
You will note that no-

Opinion Writer

morrisg@emaiLuah.edu

Contact Rhonda Mann
at
334.213.2410
for more Information

MISSION STATEMENT
Voices for Alabama's Children
To ensure a decent childhood for every Alabama child.
To accomplish this mission, VOICES for Alabama's
Children:
. researches the conditions of children in our state
. communicates those conditions to those who can
work for change
• advocates for public policy and private programs that
will improve the lives of children and families, and
. builds coalitions to work for improvement in Alabama's
child well-being
The following are programs of VOICES for Alabama's
Children:
Alabama Kids Count
Alabama Birth-to-Five Initiative
Brain Train
Children's Legislative Agenda
Children's Legi-.lative Report
Kids and Kin Program
Leg1-.lative Ad\C)Cacy
Children·, h -.ues Public Awarene,-. Campaign
Regional Meetings of Child Advocate-.

GEOFpagell

Perpendicular Perspectives: Accusations
and Other Slanderous Speech in the U.S.
By Anthony Holden

By Geof F. Morris

VOICES

previous holder-has placed
the SGA in a position where
quorum becomes difficult to
attain. Ne ither house of the
Assembly has any incentive
to remove members who
aren't attending meetings, for
they have no promise that the
positions will be filled in a
time ly manner. Members
have little incentive to attend
meetings, precisely because
they aren't going to be punished for doing so. In letting
this system stand in the status quo, the SGA is not policing apathy. Given UAH's
penchant for apathy, this is a
grave mistake.
What's the solution? A

Part '

Opinion Writer

holdena@email.uab.edu

We here at Perpendicular remember that I drove
Perspectives have become through there in March-is
aware that PETA-that's the accusation of one person
People for the Ethical Treat- enough to cause local, state,
ment of Animals-is con- and federal law enforcement
cerned about the flogging of to get into an uproar?
You see, I don' t want to
deceased equines in which
Mr. Holden and I have par- live in a country where the
ticipated of late. While I accusations of one person
would like to note that I am can have you all but stripnot a member of PETA-if I searched. You know,
were, it would have to be be- America wasn't this way, and
cause the name of the orga- it shouldn't be this way. lfthe
nization was People Eating accusations of one person
Tasty Animals-I do under- were enough to have this
stand and appreciate their happen all the time, I'm sure
concerns. Mr. Holden and I that there are plenty of people
refuse to beat dead horses ... on this campus-many of
for at least one issue.
them people upset with
(Man, now some ill-hu- things I've written in this
mored liberal arts student is paper-that would like to
going to think that I'm being find something juicy to accruel to animals. Hey now, I cuse me of doing so I could
am an ill-humored liberal arts be in deep kim chee with
student. Never mind ... )
some law enforcement entity.
Let's talk about the silly
Whatever happened to
situation in Florida last week "innocent until proven
where three Muslim medical guilty"? Are we going to use
student were tracked down the U.S. Constitution as so
in a two-state manhunt and much toilet paper to be used
detained for 17 hour!> while in John A<,hcroft's personal
their cars were searched. bathroom at the Department
While American, should be of Justice? The Fourth
more vigilant in the-,e days Amendment ,tates. "The
where 1errori\m could strike right of the people 10 be seanywhere. anytime-all 1hi, cure in their per-.ons. hou,cs,
talk of terror cells in paper,. and effects. against
Lackawanna. Y. makes me
see PART lpage U
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Let's suppose you overheard the following:
"If people thought September 11 was something,
wait till Sept 13 ... Do you
think that will bring it
down ... Well if that won't
bring it down, I have contacts. I'll get enough to bring
it down." (not to mention this
conversation was carried on
by three men of Arabic descent that were laughing
about the events of September 11 and that we were at a
high state of readiness for
terrorist attacks.)
In the words of Dennis
Hopper in Speed, "What do
you do, Jack? What do you
do?"
If you were Eunice Stone
on September 12, 2002, you
would have alerted authorities of suspicious behavior
that may be leading to a potential terrorist attack in Miami. If you followed the news
during the week of September 11, you are probably well
aware of what happened
next. If not, I'll get you up to
speed.
The police investigated
Stone and her son to determine the credibility of the allegations. When they were
satisfied that a threat may
•

.. •

•

•

•

... •

exist, they shut down the interstate and proceeded to locate the suspect's vehicle. At
one in the morning when the
men were pulled over after
having reportedly ran a to lJbooth, the men were reportedly arrogant and uncooperative with officers o n the
scene. When the men refused
to allow a search of their vehicles, bomb detection dogs
were brought in and indicated
a potential threat in one of the
vehicles . The suspects were
then detained as a determination was made as to
whether the three men were
terrorists. When it was determined that they were not,
they were promptly released
at 6 p.m. the following afternoon. As it turns out, Stone
either mis unders tood the
men, or they were playing a
sick joke on the women after
they determ ined s he was
eavesdroppi ng (the latter being what they originally told
a uthorities.)
So who is the loser in this
situation: Stone, the three
men, or the American people?
Stone ha-. already been labeled a liar and a raci-.1 and
may be sued by the three
men. The three men ha,e lost
seePART2 ~ e l l
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QEOF from page 10
ul'lt' limit ,hould ~ placed upon
the SGA Pre,idl"nl that require,
him or her lO make a n01111nation
in 3 umcl} manner. A commiuee
leJ b} Senawr Core} Rosenbloom
and Repre,entative Chri, Brown
pre,cnted ~uch a 1ime period
Ja,ting 1v.o week, in an amendment 10 1hc Co11s1i1111io11. Let u,
ignore that I ga, e 1hcm a hard
ume for their pre,entation the
idea m and of i!'>elf i, a l!O<>d one.
Jn fac1. it', the .11t1111, quo a111e1>,•llum if you consider 1he de-

bate that we had in adopting the
current Can11itutum 10 be a war. I
gue\, }OU had 10 be there.
llov.e,er. it' not e\en v.holl>
nece,,ary that thh be a Con,titutional concern. The byla", of
each house could addre \ thi • '3)'•
ing. ··we "'on·1 take a nomination that"~ late," and defining \\-hat
"late" means in their ,en,e. Thi,
i, the route 1ha1 I would urge each
body to take-if II become, ob, 1
ou, that two v.eck, hn"t enough
Lime 10 find good candidate~ and

make a nomina1ion. }OU don't
ha,e to go bad. 10 the ,1uden1
body and ,a}. ":--io. really. thi,
ume. "'e·~e got our head, on our
,boulder, and not •• uh, ,ome•
\\-here el,e." And. fnmlcl). )OU rn
the \ludent bod) really don ·1 care
hov. long it tale,. a, long .1, the
SGA doc, their J0b . .. v.hate,er
that i,.
Should a time hm11 he enacted·• In 01} opinion. ye,. The
SGA Pre,ident ha~ a re,pon\lb1li1y 10 fill po,ition., in a time!)

mannt"r. There need, to be a c:heck
on C~C<UII\C J>O"'er. and thrs I\ a
n:a,onable lim11. Mo,1 SGA Pre,i.
dents do their he,1 Ill lt11 po" •
110n, qu1d.l). and I'm not ,.1yrng
that Me,-r,. Fredend. and Jo~,
"'ere ,lacker, about fillrng the JXl•
,11ion, Sure!} there \\-ere e'1enuating c1rcum,1anc:e,. But thrs i, a
,11ua1ton that need, JU,t a touch
of bureaucraq - not 100 much.
but JU\! a h11.

ing. Ju,1 becau e Pre,ident Bu,h
ha, tried 10 pour oil on the water,
and encourage American, 10 treat
folks of all races and creed, equally
in thi, po,1-9/11 ociety. ten,ion
~t\\-een Ar-Jb American, and the
rest of ociety are noticeabl:r
higher. One ,imp!) had 10 be rn
anendance at the SGA A,\Cmbly
meeting on Monday the 16 • 10
get that loud and clear. Until one
li,tened 10 all that Reprc,entathc
Ya,ir Abdullah had 10 say. you
might have thought h im a ,hill

for Osama bin Laden and hts band
of merry terrorhl\. That wa,n ·1
the ca,c; Ya,ir \\-0uld pre,c:nt the
··1ogic·· of tho,e v.ho ,eel. 10 de•
,troy America. anJ then he 11, ou Id
knock out the foccuou, logical
con,1ruc1, v. 11h ireat ea,e.
I'll admit that. at fiN. I wa, a
bit \hocked b} what he 11,a, ,ayrng
... then it all began to male ,en-.e.
I thought bad to my fre,hmJn
)ear. v.hen I Ji,cd \\-ith a \1u,ltm
trom Uzbeki,tan. What ha, he
laced \ince la\! fafl? h he had; in

h" home country. or rs he recei,ing din} h)ok, and flung in,uh,
from ignorant p.:ople ?
Look- \\-C ma, ne,er l.now
rt those three guy, "'erc up 10 an} thmg or nOl. \\c ma, nc,er know
if the lad} \\-ho accused them v.a,
up 10 an) thrng. either. Thi, " a
country ot inn<><:ent un11l pro, en
guilty. Underpinning that credo is
th!\: g1,e e,eryone a chance.

that the men were not j oking
and that they really had a
bomb. Stone wo uld have
been touted as the savior of
Miami instead of the bigoted
southerner from Georgia.
Due diligence on the part
of the common populace and
reporting suspicious activity
while lacking a Department of
Homeland Security is one of
the best tools for stopping
futu re terrorist attacks in
America. It can be argued that
detaining people based on
accusations alone is unreasonable and an attack on civi I
liberties. Unfodwwtely, September I I forced us to reeval uate many o f our as-

sump1ions. No longer did we
li ve under the ill usion of invulnerability. The harsh reality that there are people in
this world that hate our ideals and way of life o much
that they are willing to acrifice their own lives to end
ours. We are a state in readiness for war. We have to take
precautions that reduce the
likelihood of being attacked
internally or externally.
Detaining c itizens accu ed of plotting terrorist attacks is perfectly reasonable
as the cost of inaction is too
great. The checks and balances built into the system
err to the defendant in all

case as we'd rather a guilty
man go free than convict an
innocent. Yes, a false arrest
is a terrible thing, but do we
the people prefer to sit back
and let tragedies happen and
then clean up the rubble? Or
d o we want to ta ke preemptive measures and live
with the trade-o ff of occasional unfounded arrests. If
inaction means someone dying (and that someone pos.sibly being me), I am all fo r
locking up potential terrorists
and investigating them based
on corroborating allegations.

PART 1 from page 10
unrea~onable searche, and ,eizure,. ,hall not he , iola1cd. and
no Warrant, ,hall issue. hut upon
prooahle cause. ,upponcd h)' Oath
or affirmation. and particular!}
de~cribing the place w he
,earched. and the pcr,on, or
thmg, 10 ~ ,ei1Cd." ,ow we're
10 the point. apparenll). where
the accu~ation, of one \\-Oman
v.ho half-o,crheard a com·cr,auon are enough to go .1h,olu1ely
gorilla-dung.
Unle,,. of cour-.c. ,he wa, ly-

PART2 from page 10

their positions at the hospital where they were studying
and "their reputations" and
the American people lost
tens of thousands of dollars
on a false alarm.
However, we all still won.
Stone was heard, and
through due process, the
suspects were located and
eventually cleared and released. The men received due
process and were released
after being cleared, and have
legal recourse against the
hospital that relieved them of
their positions. The American people are safer because
\\C saw that the sy te rn
\\Orks. Suppose for a moment

edu

he into lo:le. At
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Who's in Change at the UFC?
Well. it looks like the Uni\.ersity Fitness Center is falling right into place at UAH Meaning, who the heck b in
charge'? UAH <,cems 10 run on this system, wait, no, "sy::.tem" is too strong a word. That would imply some kind of
organization. Every time you run imo some surprise problem at UAH the phrase, " I don't know," or "that" not my
department," seems to come up.
You do what that person has told you to do, only to go
back next week and find out from someone else that you
didn't need to do that after all, BUT you do need to sign
this, or get this little bit of info! It is so frustrating, after
being kept running around to only find out, hey, you' re
wasting your time AGAIN because of"someone's" incompetence (and I say "someone" because you don't know
who's in charge).
So, what exactly prompted me to write this? I'm a fulltime student at UAH and tiling a credit class at the UFC
thi semester. The first week of classe , I walk in and how
my UAH ID to the employee at the front desk and he ju t
told me that I had to get one of those FALL 2002 tickers.
I admit it; by the next week I forgot about the ticker
and was not allowed to enter the UFC because of it. A
certain UFC employee, of many students' horror memorie ·
at UAH, told me that all the 1eacher · had been telling their
s1udent about the importance of the sticker. Funny, I don't
recall the announcement in class, but, I asked her if I could
at least tell my professor to tell his tudents about the "no
slicker, no entrance" policy.
The profe sor only then turns to the cla s and explains
about the very essential sticker for the fi rst time. I was so
irritated by this ridiculous situation that I went 10 Charger
Central told them the problem and ac;ked, "Who can I talk
to about this?" They answered, "I don't know." I said,

"Well, i-.n·1 there some kind of line of authority that can
help me'?" They anw.. ercd. "That's a goo<l question." Ob·
viously I wasn't getting any help here. so I asked. "What',
the fitne,s dire,tor·~ name~" and their an,wer is. mrprist•.
"I don't know: ·
The only thing they kne\\ was the number to the UrC.
They were at least apologetic about the whole thing (unlike
the certain emplo)ee at the UFC) So. with my schedule in
hand, I went back to the UFC to gel 1he precious, sticker
and managed to participate in the last 15 minutes of the
cl~s.
After the class, determmed to prevent this problem for
other,, l finally got a chance 10 speak to the fitness director, who, sympathetic to my situation, apologized, but
blamed the root of the problem on another department (or
UAH, I' m not clear on who), explaining that they usually
received a list of all full-time UAH students, but weren' t
sent one this year. I said, " But common sense would tell
anyone, much less the (UFC, that if my name was on the list
for a class-AT LEAST, let me go to the class that I paid
for, since it IS past the payment due date, right? Her response every time was simply, "Yeah, I'm sorry, if we would
have gotten that list.. ." What? Does the list have some
magical powers that allow entrance to the UFC? Apparently so! IS this ome Harry Potter movie that I don' t know
I'm in where you need a pas word to enter, or a magical
sticker? Come on! Why should I, or any UAII tudeot be
punished for the inefficiencies in commun ication, or the
incompetence and lack of common sense in management?
What credentials in management do these UFC employees even have? Apparently Iiule, if any. A for UAH. they
need to develop some kind of line of authority to aid UAH
<,tudents with problems like thi because Charger Central is
not equipped to a! sist with much information. After. peaking with numerous -.1udents, I know I'm not the only one
who has dealt with stupid A D avoidable problem, with
the UFC (not to mention UAH). Since I don't know who or
where to go for help, feel free to end me your respom,es
and maybe, somehow, we, the tudent can do something
about this, if no one else can.

The Folly
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By ChrisBrown

r1:.:rwa,browncl@emaU.uahedu

A wise man once said that insanity is doing the same
thing over and over again and expecting different results.
The Eighteemh Amendment to the U.S. Constitution, ratified in 1919, prohibited the import, export, and sale of alcohol. By the time the Twenty-First Amendment repealed this
in 1933, America had seen over a decade of corruption and
violence that sprung from the ability of organized crime to
fill the prohibition void. ow we fi nd ourselves in the same
sort of situation due to the new prohibition, also known as
the War on Drugs.
Ju t as before, a black market for the sale of illegal drugs
has emerged and organized crime is bigger than ever. The
Department of Justice figured in the late I 990's that the
black market created by the drug war had caused the cost of
the,e drugs to rise 17.000 percent. The proponents of organized crime know a good investment when they see it, and
we ha\.e clearly provided them with a great means of making
money. So they ki ll competitors, and anyone else in the way,
for territory and buy judges and law enforcement officers to
secure their profits. The truth is simply that without the
opportunity for a lucrative drug trade, gang wars for territory are abandoned.
While the drug war fuels organized crime, it al o allows
for trampling of our civi l liberties. The Fourth Amend ment
has all but d isappeared in the face of the drug war. We have
all become suspects, subjected to random tests and checkpoints. Authorities can spy on our personal finance , and
doing business in cash marks us for surveillance. Property
can be seized without trial under the auspices of the War on
Drugs. Yet the vast majority of drug users are peaceful, and
our prisons are overflowing with people who have comm itted no crime other than the purchase and use of an illegal
drug.
ln short, drugs should be re-legalized, so long as people
are still held responsible for their actions. We are squandering tens of billions o f dollars each year in a futile war that
does little more than give politicians something to campaign with. Availability of a cheap unadulterated product
would de troy the profit of organized cri me and end the
need of these criminals to fight over territory, while simultaneously allowing peaceful people to live a normal life while
poll uting their bodies however they choo,e.
Law enforcement could then spend their time and money
protecting u, from real criminal-., prisons would no longer
be full to the brim with non , iolent offender,. and we could
bring an end 10 the wholesale usurpation of our ci, ii liberties. To ,cc the truth in this argument we need only look
back 80 year,. and learn from the lessons of the past.

Ca m us
Club 1re
Editor 's Note: t.lir7ixponmt reserves the right 10 edit all
submissions for content. Due to space requirements, please
limit announcements to approximately 75 words. All submissions must be given directly to Jennifer Hill, Editor in
The Exponent office, 104 University Center or emailed to
Jennifer Hill at exponent@email.uah.edu no later than 2
p.m. on F riday. No submissions left in the drop -box will
be printed. Announcements are preferred on disk. Announcements with graphics will not be accepted.

The UAH Institute of Electrical & Electronics Engineers
Student Branch will be ponsoring a tour of ADTRAN on
Friday. September 27 at I p.m. The tour wi II include tours of
both tower; which contain engineering de ign lab., production areas, and te~t lab<,. (Hopefully we' II get to see the
"Lighming Room" where they simulate zapping their equipment with lightning). On Thursday, October I0th at 7:30p.m.
will be ho ting Dr Paul Ruffin of the US Army Aviation &
Missile Command to speak on current MEMS technologies. (EB 254) For information on the. e and other IEEEUAH programs and even1s, , i't1t http://ieee.uah.edu.

Read The Exponent online
at www.uahex onent.com
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Veterinary Care

Crossword 101

Down
1 Excitable state
2 Tract mC3Sure
3 Act cowardly:2 wds
4 Barbie's friend

By Ed Canty

FOR RENT

95 Saturn SLl-l08k mile ,
automatic, great condition!
2500. Call 337- l9l9and leave
message.

Room for rent. Close enough
to walk to class. $350/m cable/
phone/internet included. Call
683.8526.

1993 BMW 325 is red,leather,
sunroof.Excellent Condition
$9500. Call 533.5794

HELP WANTED

---

1989 Camaro RS V6 automatic
177k miles, rebuilt motor and
transmission. $2,000 or best
offer. Red. Please call 931-

937-0042

------

1985 Honda Accord white
with black ho~ sunroof. 5
speed, needs brakes. I 80k
miles.$800. Call 864-2528.
2000 Honda Civic SI, Blac k,
mileage, sunroof, new tires.
Gocxl condition. $ 14,200. Call
Keith at (256) 289-5340 or
(256) 859-0545.

5 Stonecutters

6 Above ground
7 Dial
8 Provoke
9 Doctors• org.
l 0 An emotional wound
11 Serious virus
12 Sailor's measure
13 Jittery
19 Like some camp fires
21 Comedian Tomlin
24 Noblewoman
25 Comedian De Vito
26 Wild gathering
27 Bum with liquid
28 California-Nevada lake
29 Copenhagen residents
30 Try your best:3 wds
31 Mr. Ness
32 Taste, e.g.
34 Smallest litter mates
37 One of a pair
38 Drink excessively
40 Rapid action
41 Sh.illel::agh. e.g.

43 Kidnapper's request
44 Bear hug?
46 Sheriff's squad
47 Jigger
4& Composer Porter
49 Diva's forte
.50 break in two
52 Sole
53 Fodder
55 Pitiful
56 Ostritcb cousin
5 7 Resort hotel

Quotable Quote
Always behave like a
duck - keep calm and
unrujjled on the
surface hut paddle
like the devil underneath.
• • • Jacob Braude

By CFR Associates• PO Box 461 Schenectady, NY 11309 • Visit our web site at '""'·.gfrpuzzlc&com

by phn fllddnger (www.l-e-x.com)

MAN, l'. CAN'T GET US£P "T'o
SEIHG, SAcl< Ai SCKOOL . ALL
:t: PIP '1)1£ £~1Rf S"~mfltWAS v.9rrcH ,-y.

FOR SALE

'

Across
1 Instrument of torture
5 Gotti's group
10 Snatch
14 Follows tooth or car
l5 Warn.mg signal
l6 Skin
17 Facial gesture
18 Nausca:Slang 4 wds
20 International org.
21 Puppy _ _
22 Unventilated
23 Actor Kevin
25 Fate
27 Great purchases
29 Historic period:2 wds
33 Nougat, e.g.
34 Lanky
35 Barcelona cheer
36 Popeye's attention getter
37 Weather word
38 Duplicate delivery
39 Actor Gossett
40 Mead ingredient
41 Small salmon
42 Tears to pieces
44 "In Cold Blood" author
45 Inqutrcs
46 Jury
47 Barely sufficient
50 Open skin infection
51 Leprechaun, e.g.
54 Sound judgment:2 wds
57 Brake part
51 Hodgepodge
59Hoard
60 Cornbread
61 Jets. e.g.
62 Victims
63 Elderly

For answers to the weekly
crossword puzzle, go online to
www.uahexponent.com.
Click on "Xword Answers"
on the Navigation Bar.

t 'TifOU(;HT
'<DIA HAP AH

l(fAti, AT A "T'V.
STATI tlfJ IA'#ff 1(£

'TAAPING,,
~CES' ••.

l~fttJSIUP.

:t loVAT<=~EP 'f.V.

-nlKE UOP
NOTE'S~

8 HwltS A PAC(.
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DO YOU HAVE AN EVENT COMING SOON TO UAH?
ADVERTISE

WITH

THE

EXPONENT■

Our prices vary from $25 to $500, which can fit any budget. For more infonnation check out the website
www.uahexponent.com or email Fran Auhler at exponent.ads@email.uah.edu.

95 Ford Escort (LX Hatchback 4D)-95k m., automatic,
ac, like new tires, excellent
condition! $3500. Call 6827083 or723-35 I4.
26" street bicycle w/ flashing
light. $30.Call961-7047 leave
message.
Bookcase36 W X41 H, XI0
Deep, Adjustable Shelves
$40.256.882.0173
'95 Mitsubi hi Galant. Extra
Clean. Runs Excellant. 92 K
Miles. $3998. 256.316.0206.
1976 Pro Craft Bass Boat with
850 Mercury motor and trai !er
gocxl condition. $2500 CaJI
773-3566 leave message if no
one answers.
I 989 Ford Taurus for sale.
Powerful V6 engine, power
windows, steering, locks.
AM/FM cassette player, no
interior/exterior body damage. Asking $1100/-. Contact Aravind at mobile: 5205888 or Residence: 830-4181.

FOUND
Jewelry Found in Spragins
Parking Lot. Found the week
of Aug 25th-30th. Please caJI
to identi 824-3103.

Sailboat Crew Wanted-Experienced foredeck person
(studen t
or
faculty)
needed to sail some Saturdays and/or Sundays this fall
on Wheeler Lake. Transportation provided if needed. Call
824-2327 and leave a message
or write ontogeny l@
earthlink.net.

r - Fraternities Sororities
Clubs
Student Groups

1

I
I
Earn $ t,000-$2,ooo th.is se- I
mester with a proven!
CampusFundraiser 3 hour
fundrai s ing event. Ourl
Programs make fund-~ I

ing easy with no risks. I
Fundrasing date are filling I
quickly, so get with the pro-j
gram! It works. Contact!
CampusFundraiser atl
(888)923-3238, o r visit!
L ~.campusfunclraiscr.com.J

JOBS
POSTAL JOBS $9.19-$14.32
+ Bennefits, No Exp.
For App. &Exam Info, Call
1-800-495-5514 Ext. 0052
8 a.m.-9p.mfl-Days

TRAVEL
PRING BREAK 200
Travel With STS Americas
# I Student Tour Operator
Jamaica, Cancun, Acapulco,
Bahamas, or Florida
Sell Trips Earn Cash Travel
Free Information/
Re. ervations
1-800-648-4849 or
www.st. travel.com

j

L

Ever dream of becoming a
Jedi, or piloting an X-wing?
Bore your friends by di cussing about all aspects of Star
Wars? Meet otheri. like yourself and join the Star
War. Syndicate, Alabama's
premier Star Wars fan club,
today! http://www.swsyndicate.com
Female Musicians Wanted!
Looking to start a band, need
musicians. For more info. Call
656-9667 or 468-1173. Leave
our name and number.
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